Funding Applications

11/10 and 11/17
5154 - McGill Engineering Competition

This application was for the McGill Engineering Competition, which is for engineering students to participate in design, construction, debate and other engineering related challenges. The expenses were for judge gifts, zoom fees, and participant awards. The partial approval reflects the deficit minus the amount EUS has guaranteed in funding ($1000).
This application was for a conference for students interested in the health care profession, where they can learn about what it's like to work in that field. The fees were 95 dollars per person, they sent 20 people.
5231- McGill Energy Association

This application was for a website for the McGill Energy Association where they can post information about upcoming events and also information about energy saving techniques and other sustainability related activities.
5216 - McGill Students for OxFam

This application was for an honorarium for a up and coming film maker to do a q and a at an online film screening hosted by McGill Students for Oxfam. The partial approval reflects the average honorarium fee.
5012 - Sex and Self

This application is for a seminar series called Sex and Self: Seminar Series, where McGill students can get education about their bodies and sexual health.
This application was for prizes for a FIFA competition held by MASS. The prizes were a $50 gift card, a $100 gift card, and a PS5. The partial approval reflects the deficit if the gift is the digital version of the PS5, as opposed to the more expensive version.
This application was for registration fees for an online competition where participants competed in design competitions for their electric cars.